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Editorial 
Linnaeus was a keen entomologist and his insect collections, started whilst a student 

in Uppsala, ranked next to his plants in order of interest and importance. Consequently 
when his insect collection came to Smith there were some 3,198 pinned specimens of 
which over half were types (including 650 Coleoptera, 370 Lepidoptera, 177 
Hymenoptera, 150 Diptera and 138 Hemiptera). 

By the time the collection came to the Society it had had many interpolations by 
Smith (himself a keen entomologist) who also remounted the original collection 
(preserving the labels and pins). The Linnaean insect pins and labels and the way the 
specimens are prepared give evidence of the authenticity of the material. Thus 
Linnaeaus’s old pins were used by him to pin the specimens he himself collected 
(upwards of 480). He also obtained many other specimens from a number of colleagues 
and assistants, particularly between the years 1758-1 767. These again are an assortment 
of pins - but luckily for us, the material (upwards of 7,000) added by Sir James Smith 
(1759-1 828) to the Linnaean collections are mainly on British-type pins and are readily 
picked out. Thus of the 167 species of Noctuoidea described by Linnaeus, it has 
recently been shown, (Mikkola, K. and Honey, M.R., 1993. The Noctuoidea 
(Lepidoptera) described by Linnaeus. 2001. J Linn. Soc., 108:103-169) that 143 are 
currently used as valid names while their types still exist and are in our collection! 

In this issue there is a paper describing some of the Scarabaeoidea figured by 
Linnaeus with a list of the types present in the collection. 

Since time immemorial the Cotswold valleys with their heavy clays, alkaline subsoil 
and clear shallow streams have been noted for the production of high quality woollen 
cloth. As Daniel Defoe noted in 1756 - “Stroud is notorious for its dyeing of the 
beautifullest scarlets and other grand colours that are anywhere in England.” This 
issue also contains an article on teazels which were used both in the carding process 
and to raise the naps of cloth. 

As a child in Gloucestershire I well remember the fields of teazels being harvested 
in late July by the women of the village using short bladed knives hung by string from 
their wrists. There were usually two or three cuttings and the ripe heads were tied in 
bundles and left to dry in the sun. Later the women opened the bundles and separated 
the heads into kings, middlings and scrubs, repacking them using split willow staves. 
The kings (also referred to as the male teazels) were bundled up separately from the 
smaller middlings - while the scrubs I think were discarded. My memory was that 
the land had to be deeply ploughed and that only the seed from plants that produced 
a hundred heads or more was saved. I also remember being told that long cultivation 
in a poor soil causes the nodes of the bracts to disappear! The price of teazels fluctuated 
enormously from as low as &2.10s.Od per pack (nine thousand heads of kings or 20 
thousand heads of middlings) in Gloucester in 1829 to as high as &22 per pack in 
1841. 
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Society News 
Members are reminded that they can pay their annual contributions by credit card. 

Details from the Membership Officer. 
Each year members enquire what can be done with back runs of Society books and 

journals, as they are moving house, need the space for something else, etc. The Librarian 
has done a sterling job in both collecting the offending volumes and passing them on 
to good homes. This does, however, depend on knowledge of good homes. All this 
has been formalised by Book Aid International. Book Aid receives requests from 
universities and similar institutions in less developed countries (ldc’s) and matches 
these requests to potential donors. Only matching volumes are collected by local 
Rotary Clubs for onward transmission to the recipient. 

Alternatively, Book Aid has a subscription support scheme whereby those 
subscribing to journals in the UK are able to pass on each year’s volumes for libraries 
in Idc’s. Book Aid is to be contacted on 0171 733 35777 (fax: 0171 978 8006, e-mail: 
ris@gn.apc .org). 

The programme for this session has evolved, particularly in February and March 
1996. On 1st February, Dr. Ellis, who has died, has been replaced by Dr. Paul Cornelius, 
who will speak on the thecate hydroids, to mark the publication of a Synopsis of British 
Fauna of the same name. Dr. Cornelius will, however, concentrate particularly on the 
evolution of the thecate hydroids. The day meeting on the Ecological Impact of New 
Roads on 15-1 6th February 1996 has been deferred to December 1996; a joint meeting 
with the Malacological Society of London has been arranged for the evening of 7th 
March, details of which are enclosed. 

On Friday, 15th March, the Society’s contribution to set96 (National Science Week) 
kicks off at 6pm. Four speakers - a botanist, chemist, entomologist and pathologist 
will be considering the theme What Have You Done with the Body?. Tickets are E l  
or, with wine afterwards, E5; a booking form is enclosed. 

On Thursday, 25th April 1996, an additional evening lecture at 4.30pm has been 
arranged entitled Ecology and Management of Mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla 
King) in Bolivian Lowland Rainforest. It will be given by Dr. RE Gullison, who is 
on leave from the USA at the Renewable Resource Assessment Group at the 
Centre for Environmental Technology, Imperial College, London. 

The joint meeting of the Specialist Groups in Palaeobotany and Palynology on 
24/25th April 1996 at Royal Holloway College, London will be entitled Palaeobotany 
and Palynology: Past, Present and Future. Details are to be found with this issue. 

The 1995 Annual Regional Meeting at Liverpool attracted rather fewer participants 
than hitherto for a discussion of Pinopsida, but those taking part found the event a 
valuable one. In 1999 the 4th International Conifer Conference will be held in the UK 
from 22nd to 28th August on the theme of Conifers for the Future. Details from Conifers 
1999, The Herbarium, The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB. 

It is particularly gratifying to note that the first sixth form lecture attracted some 
200 students and that the meeting on floodplains, having been transferred to a larger 
venue, was attended by over 240 people. 
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Thirty-four people attended the Palaeobotanical Field Trip to the early carboniferous 
in Pembrokeshire and Gloucestershire on 6 4 t h  October. A detailed report will appear 
in a subsequent issue of The Linnean, but our thanks are particularly due to Alan 
Hemsley FLS, in the Geology Department at the University of Wales in Cardiff, who 
did his usual superb job of organising everything and to Chris Cleal and Barry Thomas 
FLS from the National Museum of Wales, who provided an excellent commentary 
and expert guidance throughout the weekend. Dr. Imogen Poole FLS is taking on the 
secretaryship of the Palaeobotanical Specialist Group from Alan, to whom we owe a 
great debt for his untiring efforts over recent years, culminating in his co-organisation, 
with Marie Kurmann FLS, of the Evolution of Plant Architecture meeting in April 
1995, which was a great success. To Imogen we extend our best wishes for a successful 
period of office. 

Amongst other meetings we have noted are Plant l$e histories: ecological correlates 
and phylogenetic constraints, 2 1-22nd February 1996 at the Royal Society, London 
(Miss Kaye Pudney, The Royal Society, 6 Carlton House Terrace, London SWlY 
5AG); Disseminating Biodiversity Information on 24-27th March 1996 in Amsterdam, 
a European Science Foundation meeting (Prof. Wouter Los, Zoological Museum 
Amsterdam, PO Box 94766, 1090 GT Amsterdam, Netherlands); the Centenary Grand 
Conversazione of the British Mycological Society on 26-28th September 1996 (Dr. 
Henry Tribe, 198 Gilbert Road, Cambridge CB4 3PH); another three in 1996/7 at the 
Royal Society in London -Land resources - on the edge of the Malthusianprecipice? 
4-5 th December 1996, Vegetation-climate-atmosphere feedbacks: past, present and 
future 2 1 -22nd May 1997 and The evolution of biological diversity: JLom population 
diflerentiation to speciation on 9-10th July 1997 (Miss Kaye Pudney, The Royal 
Society, 6 Carlton House Terrace, London SWlY 5AG); Monocots ZZ from 28th 
September 1998 in Sydney (Mrs Karen Wilson, Monocots 11, Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Mrs Maquaries Road, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia). 

Picture Quiz 
The October quiz (11 (3): 10) featured Robert Chambers (1 802-1 87 1) Edinburgh 

publisher and author of Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation. 
Born at Peebles, the son of a prosperous muslin-weaver (who was eventually ruined 

by competition from machine looms) he started life with six fingers and toes. A 
subsequent badly performed surgical operation to remove the excess digits resulted 
in a slight lameness which precluded him from joining in normal boyhood pursuits 
and increased his inclination to study. By the time he was twelve years old the family 
had been reduced to poverty and had moved to Edinburgh where he lodged with his 
elder brother William (1800-1883), and for the next two and a half years attended a 
small, classical academy where he acquired a fair knowledge of Latin. Obliged to 
leave school at 15 he worked for a short period as a junior clerk and then a year later 
“set out as a bookseller with my own small collection of books as stock - not worth 
more than two pounds, I believe.” Meanwhile William had started a printing business 
and together they initiated a weekly paper called The Kaleidoscope which was 
discontinued at the end of 1821. Robert Chambers’ next literary venture was however, 
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A cuppa wouldn’t be the same without him. 

far more successful. Having made the acquaintance of Scott -whose Waverley Novels 
were at the height of their fame, he wrote (1 822) Illustrations of the Author of Waverley 
- consisting of descriptive sketches of the supposed originals of the novelist. There 
then followed in quick succession: Traditions of Edinburgh (2 vols 1823; new edition 
1868) many of the anecdotes in which he derived from Scott himself, Walks in 
Edinburgh (1 825), Popular Rhymes of Scotland ( 1  826), Pictures of Scotland ( 2  vols 
1826) the material for which he gathered by extensive tours on foot, History of the 
Rebellion of I745 (1828, seventh edition 1859) and History of the Rebellions in 
Scotland in 1689 and I715 ( 1  829). 

Between 1829 and the end of his life he produced a further hundred volumes 
“abounding in original thought” including Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation 
(1844 which went into 4 printings in the first four months and the 12th edition of 
which was published in 1884) and Explanations; a sequel (1845). The former he 
laboured over for two years (in the comparative quiet of St.Andrews) and when 
published excited great attention - and was bitterly attacked. Chambers had foreseen 
this and apparently not wishing to risk his sound literary reputation or to bring his 
firm into discredit (W. & R. Chambers - publisher of Chambers’ Journal) - he 
published the book anonymously (the secret of authorship was not fully disclosed until 
1884, when Mr. Irland, the sole surviving depository of the secret, gave details in the 
introduction to the twelfth edition). The controversy which Vestiges engendered was 
such that when in 1845 he was elected to be Lord Provost of Edinburgh, he thought 
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it better to withdraw in the face of the storm that was raised against him as the supposed 
author (see Proc. Linn. Soc., 1871:84). Ironically when he was elected a Fellow of 
the Linnean Society on the 4th November 1858 his form of recommendation was 
signed by Edward Newman (and 12 others including Bell) who had earlier written a 
scathing review of Vestiges (see The Zoologist, 3, 1845:954). 

When the Vestiges were disposed of Chambers returned to Edinburgh where he 
completed with Carruthers his Cyclopaedia of English Literature (2 vols 1844), finished 
Romantic Scotch Ballads with original airs ( 1844), Ancient Sea Margins (1 848), History 
of Scotland (1 849) and Life and Works of Robert Bums (1 85 1). Then as a consequence 
of his geological interest -particularly the action of glaciers he visited first Switzerland, 
then Sweden and Norway, then Iceland and the Faroe Islands (1855) before travelling 
through India and finally the United States ( 1  860). On return from the States, Chambers 
moved to St. John’s Wood, London in order to be able to visit the British Museum 
where he researched for his Book of Days (1 864). During this period he was visited 
by Charles Darwin who remarked (letter to Hooker, April 23, 1861): 

“he is really a capital fellow. He made one good remark and chuckled over it, that the 
laymen universally had treated the controversy on the ‘Essays and Reviews’ as a merely 
professional subject, and had not joined in it, but had left it to the clergy” 

Darwin’s sentiment is endorsed by the Linnean obituary (Proc. Linn. SOC., 1871:84) 
which describes him as in social life - a universal favourite - hospitable, full of 
kindness, and shrewd and amusing in conversation. He died at St.Andrews on the 17th 
March, 1871. 

Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation‘ 

Despite the fact that Chambers’ teachings were essentially the same as those of 
Lamarck (viz. the tendency for grade improvement and modification by the 
surroundings) the publication of Vestiges in 1844 aroused so much interest that four 
editions were published within one year (and 10 editions appeared up to 1853). The 
reasons for this huge success was the clarity with which Chambers arranged his ideas, 
which were based to a great degree on natural science rather than on natural philosophy. 

Although Chambers considered “appetencies” as a modifying factor in evolution 
he signally failed to clarify any of the problems of the theory of descent. Nevertheless 
he rejected catastrophes and supported Natura non facit saltuni though he accepted 
the occurrence of great gaps - “due to rapid grade improvement” which he deemed 
“as a leap which in reality is none” and which he believed was due to the tendency 
for evolution! 

From the 6th edition onwards he appears to reject the idea of a strict linear series 
of progression for one of ramification (a tree) while throughout all the editions his 
proof of the theory of descent is firmly linked to the concepts of geological progression 
and embryology. 

1 A new edition has recently been published: I’estiges of the Natural History of Creation and other 
Evolutionary Writings, by Robert Chambers. Edited with a new introduction by James A. Secord. 
University of Chicago Press, 1994. ISBN 0-226-10072-3 (Hbk) 0-226-10073-1 (Pbk). 
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Although Vestiges did not further the problem of descent it was widely discussed 
by scientist and non-scientist alike while its impact on contemporary thinking is best 
summed up in the views expressed by Darwin, Hooker, Wallace, Bates and perhaps 
Huxley . 

Hooker’s view is contained in a letter to Darwin (Kew: December 30, 1844): 

“I have been delighted with Vestiges, from the multiplicity of facts he brings together, 
though I do [not] agree with his conclusions at all, he must be a funny fellow: somehow 
the books looks more like a 9 days wonder than a lasting work: it certainly is “filling 
at the price.” - I mean the price its reading costs, for it is dear enough otherwise; lie 
has lots of errors.” 

While Darwin’s initial view is expressed in his reply to Hooker (Down: January 7, 

“I have, also, read the Vestiges, but have been somewhat less amused at it, than you 
appear to have been: the writing & arrangement are certainly admirable, but his geology 
strikes me as bad, & his zoology far worse.” 

Later he communicates with Fox (Down: April 24, 1845): 

“Have you read that strange unphilosophical, but capitally-written book, the Vestiges, 
it has made more talk than any work of late, & has been by some attributed to me. - 
at which I ought to be much flattered & unflattered.” 

Following an adverse review of the book by Sedgwick (Edinburgh Review, 1845) 
who likened the anonymous author to the Serpent in the Garden of Eden - a reptile 
who would poison the minds of “our glorious matrons and maids” by teaching them 
“that they are the children of apes and the breeders of monsters”, Darwin wrote to 
Lye11 (Shrewsbury: October 8, 1845): 

“I have been much interested with Sedgwick Review; though I find it is far from popular 
with non-scientific readers. I think some few passages savour of the dogmatism of the 
pulpit, rather than of the philosphy of the Professor chair; & some of the wit strikes me 
as only worthy of Broderip in the Quarterly. Nevertheless it a grand piece of argument 
against mutability of species, & I read it with fear & trembling, but was well pleased to 
find, that I had not overlooked any of the arguments, though I had put them to myself 
as feebly as milk & water.-” 

Darwin’s views on the Sequel to Vestiges (published 1845 and read by him on 6 
February 1846) are contained in another letter to Hooker (Down: February 10, 1846): 

“I have been amused by Chambers V. Hooker on the K. Cabbage: I see in the Explanations 
(the spirit of which, though not the facts, ought to shame Sedgwick) that Vestiges 
considers all land animals & plants to have passed from marine forms; so Chambers is 
quite in accordance. Did you hear Forbes when here, giving the rather curious evidence 
(from a similarity in error) that Chambers must be the author of the Vestiges: your case 
strikes me as some confirmation. -” 

By the following year Darwin realized that both the Vestiges and the Sequel had 
been written by Robert Chambers and communicated this information to his friend 
Hooker (Down: April 18, 1847): 

1845): 
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“I think I have only made one new acquainta<nce> of late, that is R. Chambers, and I 
have just received a presentation of the 6th Edit of the Vestiges: somehow I now feel 
perfectly convinced he is the Author. He is in France & has written to me thence.-” 

The  next year’ Chambers sent Darwin a copy of his book entitled Ancient Sea 
Margins (1 848) which further convinced him that the author of Vestiges was none 
other than R. Chambers. Darwin subsequently passed this knowledge on to  Lyell 
(Down: June 16, 1848): 

“If he be, as I believe the author of Vestiges - this book [Ancient Sea Margins] for 
poverty of intellect is a literary curiosity.” 

Although Darwin subsequently only mentioned the Vestiges brief ly  in his  
introduction t o  the Origin he gave a far more extensive account of it in the Preface 
to  the American Edition: 

“The Vestiges of Creation appeared in 1844. In the last or tenth and much improved 
edition (1853, p.155), the anonymous author says “The proposition determined on after 
much consideration is, that the several series of animated beings, from the simplest and 
oldest up to the highest and most recent, are, under the providence of God, the results, 
Jrst, of an impulse which has been imparted to the forms of life advancing them, in 
definite times, by generation, through grades of organisation terminating in the highest 
dicotyledons and vertebrata, these grades being few in number, and generally marked 
by intervals of organic character which we find to be a practical difficulty in ascertaining 
affinities; second, of another impulse connected with the vital forces, tending in the 
course of generations to modify organic structures in accordance with external 
circumstances, as food, the nature of the habitat and the meteoric agencies, these being 
the ‘adaptations’ of the natural theologian.” The author apparently believed that 
organisation progresses by sudden leaps; but that the effects produced by the conditions 
of life are gradual. The author argues with much force on general grounds that species 
are not immutable productions. But, I cannot see how the two supposed “impulses” 
account in a scientific sense for the numerous and beautiful co-adaptations, which we 
see throughout nature; - I cannot see that we thus gain any insight how, for instance, a 
woodpecker has become adapted to its peculiar habits of life. The work, from its powerful 
and brilliant style, though displaying in the earlier editions little accurate knowledge and 
a great want of scientific caution, immediately had a very wide circulation. In my opinion, 
it has done excellent service in calling in this country attention to the subject, and in 
removing prejudices.” 

Finally Darwin apparently wrote t o  Chambers acknowledging his contribution (letter 
has not been found) and this information is contained in a letter t o  Baden Powell 
(Down: January 18, 1860): 

“Permit me to add that I read your Philosophy of Creation with great interest: it struck 
me as excellently & vigorously argued & written with a clearness, which 1 remember 
excited my warmest admiration. I most filly agree that your work must have had a great 
effect with philosophical minds in removing prejudices on the subject; in a higher degree 
but in nearly the same manner as the Vestiges has had with a less highly endowed class 

1 In the Athenaeum of December 2, 1854, R.  Chambers was said to be generally credited with the work. 
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of readers. I have had to make by letter the same acknowledgement to the Author (as I 
believe) of the Vestiges. ” 

Wallace, on the other hand, was more favourably impressed by the Vestiges than either 
Darwin or his (Wallace’s) friend Bates (letter from Wallace to Bates: November 9, 1845): 

“I have rather a more favourable opinion of the ‘Vestiges’ than you appear to have. I 
do not consider it a hasty generalisation, but rather an ingenious hypothesis strongly 
supported by some striking facts and analogies, but which remains to be proved by more 
facts and the additional light which more research may throw upon the problem. It 
h i s h e s  a subject for every observer of nature to attend to; every fact he observes will 
make either for or against it, and it thus serves both as an incitement to the collection 
of facts, and an object to which they can be applied when collected. Many eminent 
writers support the theory of the progressive development of animals and plants ......... 

As a further support to the ‘Vestiges,’ I have heard that in his ‘Cosmos’ the venerable 
Humboldt supports its views in almost every particular, not excepting those relating to 
animal and vegetable life.” 

Much later in life, in his book The wonderfil century, London 1898, Wallace 
recounts: 

“I well remember the excitement caused by the publication of the Vestiges and the 
eagerness and delight with which I read it. Although I saw that it really offered no 
explanation of the process of change of species, yet the view that change was effected, 
not through any unimaginable process, but through the known laws of reproduction 
commended itself to me as perfectly satisfactory, and as affording the first step towards 
a more complete and explanatory theory.” 

In conclusion mention must be made of the effect that the Vestiges had on Darwin’s 
Bulldog: Thomas Henry Huxley. In his account of The Reception of the Origin of 
Species in Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, Huxley commented: 

“I think I must have read the Vestiges before I left England in 1846; but, if I did, the 
book made very little impression upon me, and I was not brought into serious contact 
with the “Species” question until after 1850.” 

Then recalling that he had published what was a most scathing attack on that book 
when he reviewed the tenth edition of Vestiges in 1854 he continued (loc.cit): 

“In those days I had never even heard of Treviranus’ Biologie. However, I had studied 
Lamarck attentively, and I had read the Vestiges with due care; but neither of them 
afforded me any good ground for changing my negative and critical attitude. As for 
Vestiges, I confess that the book simply irritated me by the prodigious ignorance and 
thoroughly unscientific habit of mind manifested by the writer. If it had any influence 
on me at all, it set me against Evolution; and the only review I ever have qualms of 
conscience about, on the ground of needless savagery, is one I wrote on the Vestiges 
while under that influence .....” 

Huxley’s review of Vestiges (in The British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical 
Review, vol. 13, 1854: 425439)  which ran into 15 pages, was both damming and 
vitriolic concluding that as for the foolish fancies: 
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“we should be unjust to our readers, and false to our own belief, if we commented upon 
them, in any terms but those of the most unmitigated reprobation.” 

In the review Huxley exposes his own grasp of evolution (at that point in time) by 
his rejection of the geological progression theory advocated by Chambers, pointing 
out that it had no real foundation in the facts of palaeontology! Although Huxley 
considered that the book’s only influence was to set him against evolution, it is possible 
that his belief in punctuated equilibrum - of which he was eventually disabused by 
Darwin, stemmed from the great gaps due to the rapid grade improvements advocated 
by Chambers! 

Despite this scathing review of Vestiges Chambers and Huxley were to become 
firm friends (from about the time the former joined the Linnean Society viz. 1859) - 
and this friendship was to give one final twist to the story of the Origin of Species. 
Both Huxley and Chambers attended the British Association Meeting at Oxford in 
June 1860 - and which was scheduled to finish on Saturday (30 June) with a session 
on ‘Darwin and Society’. 

On the Friday evening (29 June), Huxley who was having a final walk round the 
town before leaving the following morning bumped into his friend, Robert Chambers. 
As a consequence of this chance encounter Chambers persuaded Huxley to stay on 
for the Saturday debate. We all know the outcome and of the famous speech 
particularly: 

“I asserted, and I repeat, that a man has no reason to be ashamed of having an ape for 
his grandfather. If there were an ancestor whom 1 should feel shame in recalling, it would 
be a man, a man of restless and versatile intellect, who, not content with an equivocal 
success in his own sphere of activity, plunges into scientific questions with which he 
has no real acquantance, only to obscure them by an aimless rhetoric, and distract the 
attention of his hearers from the real point at issue by eloquent digressions, and skilled 
appeals to religious prejudice.” 

As Francis Darwin wrote (see also letter T.H. Huxley to F. Darwin: June 27, 1861): 
“The following letter shows that Mr. Huxley’s presence at this remarkable scene 

depended on so slight a chance as that of meeting a friend in the street; that this friend 
should have been Robert Chambers, so that the author of the Vestiges should have 
sounded the war-note for the battle of the Origin, adds interest to the incident.” 

From the Archives 

Samuel Goodenough (1743-1827) The Botanist Bishop 

The Linnean Society archives contain a fascinating collection of letters, between the 
Bishop and Sir James Edward Smith, first President of the Society, a correspondence 
which lasted from 1785 until his death in 1827. Goodenough was schooled at 
Westminster, took his degree at Christ Church, Oxford, and after ordination, became 
an undermaster at his old school, and then headmaster of a school at Ealing, ‘for the 
sons of the nobility’. In 1798 he became Canon of Windsor, Dean of Rochester in 1802, 
and finally in 1808, Bishop of Carlisle, a position he held for the next nineteen years. 
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Goodenough was one of the most influential Founder Members, the first Treasurer, 
frequently Vice-president and remained a Fellow all his long life. He was also 
Vice-president of the Royal Society, under Sir Joseph Banks whom he much admired, 
but in one letter conceded that ‘like all great men, he is open to the tittle-tattle of 
designing persons’. The Society of Antiquaries, with their ‘sad mumbling work’, also 
came in for criticism. 

Samuel Goodenough, Bishop ofCarlisle. Mezzotint, H. Meyer after J .  Northcote 1810. 

The Bishop prided himself on being a first-class Latin and Greek scholar and often 
criticised Smith’s naming of plants: ‘I never flatter you get to write Latin very prettily’. 
He also complained of ‘Linnaeus’s disgusting names, his nomenclatural wantonness, 
vulgar lasciviousness and the gross prurience of his mind’, which Goodenough thought 
would shock some women botanists. His own contributions to botany were: 
Observations on British Species of Carex ( 1  794) and Observations on British Fuci 
(1797). He found botanizing relaxing and considered that Divinity and Natural History 
went well together and alleviated his worldly cares. Unfortunately, he lacked botanical 
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companions and when Dean of Rochester, he complained to Smith that ‘the locals 
don’t know a carrot from a parsnip except at table’. A keen gardener, he once 
complained that his carnations had ‘taken miff. 

Although he claimed to be a liberal churchman, he was sufficiently a man of his 
time to oppose the idea that Roman Catholics could be entrusted with power. Smith 
was an Unitarian with strong views but the Bishop warned him that Dissenters were 
deceived if they thought the Catholics would allow them to participate with them in 
power. Occasionally Smith wrote hot-headedly about his beliefs, especially after he 
had been turned down for the Chair of Botany at Cambridge on account of his religion; 
his friend replied soothingly that he looked upon any conscientious Dissenter as being 
as good as any Churchman and that he personally did not consider him a heretic. 

In 1812 Goodenough wrote deploring the general indifference to religion in the 
new generation, especially amongst the lower orders; this was the time of riots and 
agricultural unrest in England. He was particularly shocked at the greedy farmers 
working on a Sunday. By 1822 he was convinced that people must live differently; 
‘great folk must live on their estates amongst the tenantry; gentlemen must look 
personally to their affairs and not see with the eyes of agents; farmers must give up 
their hounds, their ladies must give up their pianofortes and furbelows and flounces’. 

While Bishop of Carlisle, he came to London for the winter months spending the 
remainder of the year at his home, Rose Castle, where he missed the society of learned 
men and complained of his domestic problems, the inefficient servants and the distance 
from the town. His duties were arduous; he held public days when he received all who 
chose to come to dinner. He confmed some thousands of candidates, pacified curates 
squabbling with their principals, and investigated incidents of clerical misconduct. Unlike 
modem clergy who have to attend classes on rural economy, he bas well-informed on 
agricultural matters and wrote to Smith about interesting ideas, such as manuring the 
fields with coal ash. His journeys to and from London were often horrific, especially 
when the gout and the weather were bad and the journey lasted six days. 

In London he attended the meetings of all the Societies to which he belonged, but 
his chief love was for the Linnean Society, where he often took the Chair when the 
President was absent. He tactfdly soothed the feelings of warring Fellows, gave advice 
on how to deal with Thomas Marsham, the dishonest Treasurer, and pointed out that 
‘brains without pockets’ were not enough to make a Society flourish. On the death of 
Dryander, the Librarian, he wrote to Smith saying: ‘plodding is the first quality of a 
librarian’, and ‘his bluntness had its great effect with innovators, impertinents and 
popinjays’, remarks which are still quoted today. He would only join the Society Dining 
Club if the dinners were frugal, although he himself kept a good table, often exchanging 
the Norfolk turkeys, sent to him by Lady Smith, for a barrel of London oysters. 

In the House of Lords he was renowned for his moderate views; he described 
parliamentary sessions as stormy, but ending in ‘fumo’. He once complained of being 
confined to the House for fifty-eight hours in one week. Goodenough was relieved 
that septuagenarian bishops were excused attendance at the Royal Divorce trial, 
commenting that they should not have to listen to such disgusting details. After a 
sermon preached in the House in 1809, the following epigram was widely circulated: 
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T’is well enough that Goodenough 
Before the Lords should preach 

But, sure enough, full bad enough 
Are those he has to teach. 

His wife’s father had been Physician Extraordinary to Queen Charlotte, and he 
himself had been on intimate terms with many of the Royal Family. He considered 
George I11 his personal friend and was proud that the King had asked to take 
responsibility for his appointment to bishop. He was relieved that the King had not 
asked to stay with him on his way to and from Scotland, as Goodenough did not 
consider Rose Castle sufficiently grand. The King’s long illness saddened him and he 
deplored his treatment. The Linnean Society was advised by the Bishop not to ask the 
Prince Regent to become a patron, as he thought it was hardly a compliment to be 
one of four. On the other hand, in 1820, he hoped that Prince Leopold with whom he 
spent much time at Marlborough House, would become President. When Princess 
Charlotte died in childbirth, he wrote that if she had worn a corset, she might have 
been saved. It was through the Bishop that his friend, the young Dr. Smith, was given 
the post of teaching botany to the Queen and her daughters. 

Had Goodenough not gone into the Church, he might have studied medicine, for 
he appears to have taken the doctoring of his large family, his army of servants and 
his friends, very seriously. He recommended milk and not pork, when ‘Bank’s stomach 
refused to do its duty’, Smith, a qualified but reluctant doctor, gave him much advice. 
However ill he was, he never lost his sense of the ridiculous; a boil was described as 
‘hostile to my riding parts’. He disapproved of lowering medicines and ordered port 
and brandy for his patients. The family had more than their fair share of trouble and 
even he found it hard to be philosophical over the death of a favourite daughter, the 
mother of twelve children under sixteen. 

He must have been one of the best-loved men of his time; his wisdom in dealing 
with his fellow men shines out and his wit, felicitous phrases and invented words, 
must have lightened many a disagreement. His personal philosophy over criticism by 
others, was humble; ‘I mend myself if the abuse be well founded and thus they are 
mortified at doing me good’. His last years were sad; he was frequently ill and always 
overworked, but struggled bravely on until his death at the age of eighty-four, one of 
the last Founder Members of the Society he had so much loved. His old friend, the 
President, only outlived him by a year. The Bishop was buried in the North Cloister 
in Westminster Abbey. 

MARGOT WALKER 

Letter from Humphrey Repton I1752 - 1818) to James Edward Smith, 23 January 
1783; Smith was still a student in Edinburgh at this stage and the letter was sent to 
Edinburgh (Smith Corr. Vo1.25, p. 32-37) 
“My Dear Sir .... Stistead Jan? 23.1783 

I do not mean it as a bad complement when I tell you that several days of deep 
snow has confined me to my little study - & being tired of holding correspondence 
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with my dead friends - I have resolved to have recourse to my distant living ones ... 
all those pleasing ideas ... are chilled by a single glance into my courtyard - if you 
remember it is a little area of about 20 yards square with a round grass plot on an ill 
colour’d gravel - in summer not much unlike a dish of sallet on a dirty table cloth.- 

But now alas a sheet of dazzling white 
Save where old Sancho just now chanced to s- 
Where the Residuum of Barley meal - 
Thro’ heat, not weight the bottom tries to feel 
And thence emitting an unsavory vapour 
Looks bad enough on snow but worse on paper. 

I cannot quite dismiss my snow subject till I have put one question to you as a 
Chimist - what is the reason that Pancakes alias fritters made of melted snow and 
flower - are as light as those made with eggs & milk? - is it a fact that apple fritter 
made with snow water require neither eggs & milk to make them light - & therefore 
I have some for dinner every day whilst snow continues.” 

Type Catalogue of some Scarabaeoidea species 
described by Linnaeus (Insecta: Coleoptera) 

Despite its intricate history, the insect collection of Carl Linnaeus is available in 
London (Linnean Society, Burlington House). In addition some Linnaean specimens 
or specimens he studied are deposited in the Zoologiska museet of the Uppsala 
universitet, and in the Naturhistoriska Rijksmuseet Stockholm (see Day & Fitton 1978, 
Wallin 1993). In 1956, Landin revised the Linnaean Lamellicornia described in the 
tenth edition of “Systema Naturae” which are housed in London and in Uppsala 
(collection of Ludovica Ulrica). He did not consider the available original material of 
Linnaean species described later. Five of them are treated in the present study as well 
as a case of problematic original spelling. No Linnaean material of the studied species 
is deposited in the Linnaean Collections in Uppsala (Wallin 1993) nor in Stockholm 
(Lindskog, in litt. 1993). 

Scarabaeus vacca Linnaeus, 1767 (Syst.Nat.12th ed., 1(2):547) - Coprinae 
Material in the Linnaean insect Collection: 1 specimen: “vitulus [black Indian ink, 
Linnaeus’ handwriting] vucca [pencil handwritten]”, “vacca [handwritten] 25 [printed]” 
[white paper strip]. The pin has no neck and is regularly sharpened, but Mikkola’s (1983) 
identification marks b and c are clearly visible. Hence the specimen is certainly a Linnaean 
one. - Condition: The left middle and hind leg, and all right tarsi are lacking. 

Identity: The specimen is unequivocally diagnosable as a female of Onthophugus vuccu 
sensu auct. because of its species-specific cranial sculpture, the shape of the pronotum 
and the colour of the elytra. It must therefore be a syntype. 

The specimen is in accordance with the original description which is sufficient to 
diagnose the species. The label is enigmatic, but Motschulsky (1859: 153) in his 
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commented listing of Linnaean lamellicorn material already stated that “dans la Col. 
de LinnC il y a une etiquette de sa propre main avec le nom de vitulus”. Scarabaeus 
vitulus (today in Onthophagus) was described by Fabricius only in 1777, the year 
before Linnaeus’s death. Linnaeus himself never used this name for a Lamellicorn 
species in his printed works (cf. Sherborn 1902, Jackson 1913). Nevertheless, the 
specimen is here designated as the lectotype of Scarabaeus vacca L. as it is the only 
original Linnaean one of this species still existing. Furthermore there is no evidence 
for the existence (at any time) of other syntype specimens. 

Status: Onthophagus vacca (Linnaeus, 1767) Latreille, 1804 (valid name) 

Scarabaeus quadrimaculatus Linnaeus, 1761 (Fauna Svec. 2nd ed.: 138) - 
Aphodiinae 

Material in the Linnaean insect Collection: 1 spm.: “84” [printed on white paper strip], 
“4 maculatus” [Linnaeus’s hand]; the pin is very short, all diagnostic characters (Mikkola 
1983) are clearly visible. - Condition: Covered with old mould, partly removed. Right 
hind leg and some tarsomeres are lacking. 

Identity: The specimen is easily diagnosable as a male of Aphodius quadrimaculatus 
sensu auct. by using the keys of b e l l &  Fery (1992). The species-specific apical spurs 
of the fore tibiae are present. 

The specimen is in accordance with the original description, which is almost 
sufficient for specific diagnosis. It is here designated as the lectotype of Scarabaeus 
quadrirnaculatus L. 

Status: Aphodius quadrirnaculatus (Linnaeus, 1761) Illiger, 1798 (valid name). 

Scarabaeusplagiafus Linnaeus, 1767 (Syst.Nat.12th ed., 1(2):559) - 
Aphodiinae 

Material in the Linnaean insect Collection: 1 spm.: “85”, “Sc. plagiatus I naar Upsal I 
M. Wahlbom.” [maybe not Linnaeus’s handwriting, the lower margin of the label being 
tom]; the pin is much thinner than the Linnaean ones, without head, sharpened by cutting 
or breaking it obliquely. - Condition: covered with old mould; left hind tarsus, right 
hind tibia, and right fore tibia lacking. 

Identity: The specimen is Aphodius plagiatus sensu auct. (diagnosis after the keys of 
Krell & Fery 1992). The elytra bear a red longitudinal discal spot. The hind margin of 
the pronotum bears a very short border only in its lateral angles. 

Johan Gustaf Wahlbom (1 724-1 807), “a favourite pupil; afterwards in medical 
practice at Kalmar”’, collected some material for Linnaeus’s collection (Jackson 191 3: 
13). 

The specimen is in accordance with the original description and the published type 
locality (“Upsaliae”), but the description is not sufficient to diagnose the species. It 
is here designated as the lectotypus of Scarabaeus plagiatus L. 

Status: Aphodius plagiatus (Linnaeus, 1767) Fabricius, 1801 (valid name). 
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Scarabaeus brunnus Linnaeus, 1758 (Syst.Nat.lOth ed., 1:352) - Sericinae 
Material in the Linnaean insect Collection: 3 specimens, each on its own pin. - 1 spm.: 
“brunnus” [hand-written, probably by Linnaeus: although a large part ofthe upper margin 
is irregular on the left, but the writing is in heavy style]. “72” [printed on a white paper 
strip]. The pin is not a typical Linnaean one; it is relatively smooth with only shallow 
longitudinal ridges, a very short neck, but it is crudely sharpened with a hooked tip. - 
Condition: Partly covered with old mould (maybe from Linnaean times, cfr. Jackson 19 13: 
70; left middle and hind tarsi, right hind tarsi, and the left flagellum are lacking. The right 
flagellum is teratomorph: The flagellomers VIII and IX seem to be hsed (symphysocery). 
- 1 spm.: “brunneus.” [hand-written, maybe by Linnaeus’s son: the lower margin on the 
right looks like being tom]; the label has two pin punctures. The pin has a long neck, 
longitudinal ridges, a faint contact-area of two metals, but the tip is regularly sharpened. 
It is likely a Linnaean one (cf. Mikkola 1983). - Condition: The right middle tibiae and 
hind legs, and all tarsi and both flagella are lacking. - 1 spm.: without label, could have 
been pinned in the same (bottom) label as the previous specimen. Only Mikkola’s (1983) 
identification marks b and c of the pin are indistinctly visible, a and d are not. It is likely 
not a Linnaean pinned specimen. - Condition: Only the first right fore tarsomere, three 
left fore tarsomeres and two left hind tarsomeres are present. 

Identity: As Landin confirmed, the three specimens are Sericu brunnea sensu auct. Two are 
females, in the last one the flagella are lacking. They are the only Linnaean ones of this 
species still existing (Landin 1956: 12), but only the first one is likely a syntype. Both other 
specimens might have been added by Linnaeus’s son. Therefore the specimen bearing the 
label “brunnus” is here designated as the lectotype of Scurubueus brunnus L. 

Spelling: Linnaeus used the spelling “brunna” in the 10th and following editions 
of the Systema Naturae. In the Fauna Svecica (1761) he used the etymologically 
correct spelling “brunnea” which has been used by all following authors. In Linnaeus’s 
own interleaved copy of the first edition of Fauna Svecica, housed in the library of 
the Linnean Society, he noted in a handwritten part on the page opposite p. 134 the 
name “brunnus”, but in the description: “Scarabaeus sub-brunneus”. Moreover in 
the description of Scarabaeus aeneus (No. 82 in Syst.Nat.12th ed., p. 558), L’ innaeus 
indicated: “Magnitudo Sc. s.  brunni” and not brunnei. The reason for this inconstancy 
may be the coauthorship of some of Linnaeus’s students (see Hagen 1862: 484 “An 
dieser Ausgabe haben Linn6s Schuler mit gearbeitet.”). The only ancient authors who 
used the original spelling “brunnus” are Forster (1770: 3; 1771: 23), Scriba (1784: 
439), Villers (1789: 32; but not in his Synopsis on p. 746) and Gmelin (1790: 1568). 
Hope (1 837: 26) rediscovered this spelling and considered it “Probably a misprint for 
Brunneus”. He used the latter one as valid. Motschulsky (1859: 147) rediscovered 
“brunnus” again, but by simple listing without further consequences. Likewise did 
Sherborn (1899: 13; 1902: 146) and Jackson (1913: 20). 

In recent times, only Adam (1987: 21 8; 1994:) used the original Linnaean spelling. 
The name “brunnus” both in Linnaeus’s manuscript, on the label mentioned above, 
and in the subsequent text of the printed book indicates Linnaeus’s intention to use 
this unusual spelling. It cannot be considered as a misprint or an error. It is the valid 
name and should be used. Its similarity to the current spelling will avoid nomenclatural 
confusion. 
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Status: Serica brunna (Linnaeus, 1758) Macleay, 1819 (valid name) = Serica 
brunnea auct. et (Linnaeus, 176 1) (syn.). 

Scarabaeus farinosus Linnaeus, 1761 (Fauna Svec. 2nd ed.:138) - 
Hopliinae 

Material in the Linnaean insect Collection: 2 specimens on one pin: “farinosus” [probably 
Linnaeus’s hand], “64” [printed on a white paper strip]. The pin is a typical Linnaean 
one, showing clearly the identification marks a and b of Mikkola (1983) and c and d 
less clearly. - Condition: The hind legs of the upper specimen are lacking, the lower 
specimen is complete. 

Identity: The male specimens, showing 9-segmented antennae, green, nearly round scales 
which cover the surface of the elytra completely and densely, the middle marginal tooth 
of the fore tibiae being parallel to the apical one, and unsplit apical claw with a rim on 
the inner side. They are therefore unequivocally diagnosed as Hoplia argentea (Poda, 
1761) which the author proposed to be a senior synonym of Hopliafarinosa L. (nec 
sensu Bedel) (Krell 1991). The hind claws, bearing a diagnostic character, of the upper 
specimens are wanting and the right claw of the lower specimen is covered with 
orangebrown mud. The same species identity was already stated by Schaum in 1847 (p. 
278): “Die Exemplare der Sammlung [Linnean Society] gehoren zu Hoplia squamosa 
F. [= H. argentea]. Damit stimmt auch die Beschreibung uberein.” 

The specimens are in fact according to the description, but the latter is not sufficient for 
the specific diagnosis. It only indicates clearly a Hoplia species densely covered with 
green scales. The lower specimen is designated as the lectotype, the upper one as a 
paralectotype of Scarabaeus farinosus. 

Scarabaeus farinosus was described in the “Fauna Svecica”. Bedel (191 1: 145) 
ignoring Schaum’s statement and without having seen the typical material concluded 
that the Linnaean Hoplia must be Hoplia philanthus (FueRlin) because this was the 
only species occurring in Sweden. It is the only Hoplia species in the United Kingdom 
as well, but Jessop (1986: 6) stated that “it is clear that the type does not represent 
the British species”. Some years before Bedel, Seidlitz (1 891 : 152), referring to Hoplia 
argentea, stated: “Sc. farinosus Linn. F. suec. 1761 kann auf diese im Norden Europas 
fehlende Art nicht bezogen werden u. ist auch von Herbst, Gyll.[enhal] und Thoms.[on] 
auf verschiedene andere Arten gedeutet worden, so dass man ihn wohl fuglich als 
undeutbar aufgeben mu8.” However, Seidlitz’ proposal went unheard. The 
consequences are described in Krell (1 99 1). 

Because of the nomenclatural inconstancy most records of northern European 
specimens of H. farinosa published in the last century are uninterpretable, but it is 
remarkable that Siebold (1 847: 4200 enumerates five Hoplia species recorded from 
Prussia: H. argentea F. [sic!], H. farinosa F. [sic!], H squamosa F., H. minuta Panz., 
and H. graminicola F. One of these species is likely Hoplia argentea (Poda), but no 
collecting localities are given. One generation later Lentz (1879: 33) listed still four 
Hoplia species. Using the catalogue of Bercio & Folwaczny (1979: 270), three of 
them can be identified not to be Hoplia argentea (Poda). The notes on the last species 
“H. farinosa L. squamosa Fabr. s.  s .  Kbg. (Sieb.)” indicates that H. argentea was 
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collected very rarely by C.T.E. von Siebold in Konigsberg (Kaliningrad) in former 
East Prussia now situated in the western exclave of Russia. Furthermore the species 
has been rediscovered recently near Hamburg in northern Germany (Wagner & Wagner 
1991). Schaum (1847: 278) presumed: “Linne scheint in der Fauna Suecica einige 
Kafer beschrieben zu haben, die nicht in Schweden vorkommen.”, but it is possible, 
that in Linnaean times the range of Hoplia argentea (Poda) stretched till the southern 
part of Sweden or to the former Swedish area in northern Germany including 
Vorpommern with Wismar and the island ofRiigen. The 18th and 19th century citations 
of this species from Latvia, listed and doubted by Spuris (1991: 22), may be correct 
as well. 

Status: Earlier I described the nomenclatural history and confusion about the 
binomen Hoplia farinosa L. et auct. (Krell 1991). As a stabilizing conclusion, 1 
proposed its suppression by treating it as a junior synonym of Hoplia argentea (Poda) 
though the monographs of Poda (1 761) and Linnaeus (1 761) must be treated as 
published simultaneously. The identification of the Linnaean types supports my former 
taxonomical interpretation and covers the following synonymy: 
Hoplia argentea (Poda, 1761) Illiger, 1803 = Hoplia farinosa (Linnaeus, 1761) (syn.) 

Scarabaeus bilobus Linnaeus, 1767 (Syst.Nat.12th ed., 1(2):544) - 
Dynastinae 

Material in the Linnean insect Collection: 1 spm: “Bilobus.” [Linnaeus’s handwriting], 
“12” [printed on a white paper strip]. The pin is a typical Linnaean one, showing clearly 
all identification marks (cf. Mikkola 1983). - Condition: Left middle leg and coxa and 
left flagellum are lacking. Only two right and left fore tarsomeres and one left hind 
tarsomere are present. 

Identity: The specimen is easily identifiable as Caelosis’ biloba sensu auct. with 
Endrodi’s (1976) keys. Additionally I compared it with the Caelosis biloba material of 
the BMNH collection that are indeed conspecific. The specimen is in accordance with 
the original description being sufficient for diagnosis. It is here designated as the lectotype 
of Scarabaeus bilobus L. 

Linnaeus and later Fabricius (1 80 1 : 7) supposed the species to be distributed “in 
Europa australi”, but its range stretches from Mexico to Argentina and Chile (Endrodi 
1976: 47). Linnaeus’s misinterpretation is puzzling and might result from the plate 
105 of Edwards (1747) showing a male of C. biIobus in the midst of a map of 
northwestern Europe, which is cited by Linnaeus in his original description (“Edw. 
av. 105. t. 105. f. 2.”). However, Edwards (I.c., p. 105) said that the beetles figured 
were brought by M. Lee from the “East-Indies” [sic!]. Furthermore, Linnaeus cites 
Gronovius (1764: 142) and Swammerdamm(l737, 1738) as well. The first gave 
“Habitat Surinami” for the species later called Sc. bilobus, the second ranked it with 
the “species exoticas” or “uytheemsche soorten” (Swammerdam 1737: 282). Hence 
Linnaeus’s provenance data are certainly erroneous. 

1 I am not aware of any author having used the correct original spelling and authorship of Caelosis Kirby 
in Hope, 1837, instead of the secondary spelling Coelosis, introduced by Agassiz (1846:41). 
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It is highly unlikely that C. bilobus was found included in Sicilian simetite, a 
mio/pliocene fossil resin, as indicated by Ferrara (1 805: 135f  “Ambra con un scarabeo, 
che pare essere Scarabaeus bilobus elitris striatis . Linn.”) and recently questioned by 
Kohring & Schliiter (1989: 45). 

The type has remained unknown till today (Endrodi, 1976: 47). 
Status: Caelosis biloba (Linnaeus, 1767) Hope, 1837 (valid name) 
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Is the Fullers’ Teasel (Dipsacus sativus) 
really a distinct species? 

The Fullers’ Teasel (Dipsacus sutivus (L.) Honck.) is a cultivated plant that has 
been of immense importance during the history of textile manufacture in the raising 
of a “nap” or pile on wool cloth; no man-made substitute has been found for its gentle 
action on the finest cloths. Despite its importance it is a neglected plant and the aspects 
that have long interested me are (a) Botanical - its cultivation (domestication) and 
the extent to which selective breeding might have taken place; (b) Agricultural -the 
way in which teasels were grown as a crop; and (c) Textile-historical - the way in 
which it was used historically during the hand processing of wool (Ryder, 1969). I 
returned to the subject recently (Ryder, 1994) after the first archaeological remains 
of the Fullers’ teasel had been described by Hall (1992). These came from an 
early-medieval Dominican Priory in Beverley, North Humberside. 

(a) Botany 
The Teasel (sometimes spelt teusle, teazel or teazle) is a tall prickly, plant belonging 

to the family Dipsacaceae and is native to Europe and western Asia. It is a biennial, 
which means that the flower heads, the part used, do not form until the second year. 
The small, tubular, purplish flowers are separated by stiff, spiny bracts, which provide 
a censer mechanism for seed dispersal, and in cloth finishing it is the bracts that tease 
fibre ends from the cloth to raise a nap (hence the name). The use of the teasel in this 
way therefore depends on the persistence of the bracts in the dead, dry heads. It also 
depends on the downward-curving nature of the bracts in the cultivated form. In the 
wild form the bracts are straight (Fig. 1). The elasticity of the bracts and their curved 
points (usually described as being hooked) make them superior to substitutes such as 
wire brushes. And it is this difference that I wish to pursue -was what we now regard 
as the cultivated form always a different species or does this imply “domestication” 
and selective breeding for curved bracts? Ryder (1 969) regarded the curved bracts as 
indicating selective breeding, which he thought implied that the plant had been 
cultivated for a long time. 

Gerard (1 597) distinguished the “garden teasell” from the “wilde teasell”. He wrote 
that “the teasell is grown in gardens to serve the use of fullers and clothworkers” and 
said that the tame variety had hooked spines and the wilde variety straight spines, 
which were of no use in dressing cloth. His illustrations clearly show the difference 
in the bracts. Culpepper ( 1  653) stated that the Fullers’ Teasel (the “manured” form 
as he quaintly put it) for which he gave the Latin name: Dipsucusfillonurn had “prickly 
hooks” while the larger, wild teasel (D. silvestris) had erect prickles, that were not 
hooked. The very knowledgeable wool stapler Luccock ( 1  805) regarded the Fullers’ 
Teasel as the cultivated variety of D. sylvestris, “which does not have hooked spines”. 

Confusion has been caused by changes in nomenclature. First, the new specific 
name became D. fullonurn (the name formerly used for the cultivated form) and the 
two forms were regarded as two subspecies of a single species: D.fulIonurn L. subsp. 
fullonurn (wild form) and D. fillonurn L. subsp. sutivus. (L.) Thell. (cultivated form) 
e.g. Clapham et ul. (1 962). A later revision made them into distinct species D.fillonurn 
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L. (wild teasel) and D. sativus (L.) Honck. (Fullers’ teasel) (Tutin et al. 1976, p59; 
Stace 1991). Keble-Martin (1974) uses the old names for the two forms, but gives no 
distinction or use. Although concerned with wild rather than cultivated plants some 
books, e.g. Moore (1983), give onlyfillonum and make no mention of sativus. Moore, 
(1978), however, illustratesfillonurn, and lists sativus, which he states is used on a 
limited scale to raise the nap on cloth (without saying how or why). Others state after 
describing the wild form that the “hooked bracts” of the cultivated  fuller^' teasel” 
were once used to raise a nap on cloth, not realising that the teasel is still so used. 

Figure 1 .  Drawings of modem reference specimens of mature flower heads of the wild teasel 
(Dipsacusfullonurn L.) left and the cultivated form (D. sarivus (L.) Honck.) right. (From Hall, 1992). 
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Blamey and Blamey (1984), and Blamey and Grey-Wilson, (1989) regard the wild 
form as “naturalized” in Britain, i.e. introduced, but say that the origin of the cultivated 
form is unknown. They mention the continued cultivation in Somerset, and state that 
occasional escapes are found in the South. It is interesting that escapes are not more 
common. There is no mention of the teasel in three books I have on cultivated plants: 
Hvass (1960), Simonds, (1976) and de Rougemont (1989). 

Peter Mason, Director of the Petersfield (Hampshire) Physic Garden, where the 
teasel is grown, suggested to me that the wild form was native to Britain and that the 
cultivated form was introduced. There are therefore two possibilities: (1) that any 
selective breeding for curved bracts had already taken place before introduction; or 
(2) that the cultivated form was a different species, which already had curved bracts. 
This accords with the new designation of the cultivated form as a species, and the 
apparent lack of hybridisation of escapes of the cultivated plant with the wild form 
supports the conclusion that the two forms are distinct species. According to Grieve 
(1932) the curve of the bracts is maintained by cultivation and they revert to the wild 
shape through neglect. There appears to be no evidence supporting such a reversion. 

The curved bracts almost certainly pre-date the Middle Ages, and their antiquity is 
further supported by the growth of the teasel also on the continent of Europe. Teasels 
were imported from France and Spain during the fifteenth century. The teasel was 
also grown in North America as the “Clothiers Thistle”. It will be only through 
archaeological work like that of Hall (1992) that answers will emerge to the questions: 
where and when was the teasel first cultivated and how was it selectively bred? 
(b) Agricultural Production and Marketing 

Teasel growing in Somerset goes back at least as far as the sixteenth century and 
its present restriction to a few farms in that county is linked to the importance of raised 
cloths in the West of  England woollen industry. But teasels were formerly grown also 
in Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Essex and Yorkshire, where they supplied the West 
Riding woollen textile industry. The Yorkshire expression: “A crowd like bees round 
a teasel field” indicates that their growth was once more widespread (and incidentally 
recognises the attraction of the flowers to bees). 

The method of cultivation was detailed by Ryder (1 994) and is only summarised 
below. The seeds are sown in March or April, and the statement that only seeds saved 
from the “better” heads are used indicates the way in which selective breeding could 
have been carried out. As indicated by Hall (1 992) the last merchant now controls the 
seeds and therefore any selection. The seeds used to be sown broadcast and the seedlings 
were thinned using a special spade to give plants 30cm apart. More recently, the seeds 
have been sown in drills, the plants hand-hoed, and subsequently “singled” to lOcm 
apart. The plants are transplanted in October, but since the parsnip-like tap-roots make 
the plants difficult to lift, only the upper parts is removed. These are taken with a 
short chisel-like tool and “dibbed” 61cm apart into rows 76cm apart at a rate of 13,000 
plants to 0.4ha. The plants have become established by the following spring and flower 
from May to July. The heads are harvested in August or September when the “burrs” 
are sufficiently mature i.e. when the seeds have dispersed. By that time each plant is 
1.65m high and has 8 to 12 heads. Each head is cut off separately 20cm from the top 
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Figure 2. Habicks used to tighten the cloth over the shearing board for cropping (top); a teasel head 
flanked by an empty hand frame (left) and a frame containing teasels (right) (Clothworkers’ Company). 

with a short curved knife. 
Leather protective gloves are worn because of the prickly stalks, and also waterproof 

clothing against the sap that exudes from the cut stalks and the 0.5 litre of water that 
can collect at the base of each leaf. An experienced worker could cut 20,000 heads 
in a day, 200,000 heads being the average crop to the acre (0.4ha). Heads of similar 
size were bundled into batches and hung to dry for three days on old plant stems. The 
main drying, which takes several weeks to complete, was carried out later in open 
sheds. Merchants prepare the teasels for sale by cutting off the calyx and sorting them 
for size and quality. The last teasel merchant in Britain, Edmund Taylor, of 
Huddersfield has been appealing for 20 years for more British farmers to grow teasels. 
There are now only a handful of British growers and the production has declined from 
ten million teasels in 1920 to only one million, yet there is a demand for one million 
more British teasels a year. Teasels are grown more cheaply in southern France and 
Spain, but smaller and better-quality heads are grown in England. Of the six million 
teasels handled by the firm annually 95% come from abroad, whereas in 1950 only 
5% came from abroad. 
(c) The Textile History of Cloth Raising 

At the wool mill, the teasels are fitted into long, narrow frames, which are as wide 
as the length of the teasels. The frames are then clamped into the cylindrical drums 
of the “teasel gig” machine. The gig “mill” revolves in one direction at 120 r.p.m. 
and the cloth in contact with the teasels revolves more slowly in the opposite direction. 
The teasel bracts pull out the fibre ends from the (woollen not worsted) cloth and so 
raise a nap. The nap so raised is then trimmed to a constant height to give the cloth 
a velvety surface. This is done by a cropping machine, which resembles a spiral-bladed 
lawn mower. Not all raised cloth is cropped, however; blanket cloth is an example of 
a modem woollen that is raised by the wires of a carding machine and then not cropped. 

Knowledge of the length of historical time that teasels have been used in raising 
wool cloth could give us clues on the length of time teasels have been cultivated. The 
process was certainly well-established by the Middle Ages. Raising was associated 
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with fulling, the process of shrinking and thickening the cloth after weaving, and it 
was the fullers who raised a nap by brushing the surface with teasels. The cloth was 
hung over a support to give vertical orientation during the process and then passed to 
the shearmen who cropped the surface with heavy shears to give an even nap (Fig. 
4). Although each was much older, the Fullers Guild was given a charter in 1480 and 
the Shearmen received one in 1507. The two amalgamated to form a cloth-finishers 
guild known as the “Cloth-Workers” in 1528 but by the end of the sixteenth century 
“teaseler” was a distinct occupation. Teasels and habicks, the metal hooks used to 
stretch cloth over a curved board for cropping, appear in the arms of the Clothworkers 
Company (Fig.2). When raising was done by hand, the teasels were held in a small 
wooden hand frame in the shape of a cross, the long arm of which provided the handle. 
The teasels were set by their stalks through holes in the cross-piece, and by making 
the stalks alternately long and short it was possible to obtain two rows, which were 
then held in place by a string around the edge (Figs. 2 & 3). 

Pickering (1 879) considered that the English word “teasel” derives from the Saxon 
word taesan, “to tease”, which implies raising with the cultivated variety. He regarded 
the mention by the Roman writer Serenus Sammonicus of the “carduus nondum 
fillonibus aptus” as indicating the cultivated teasel. He also saw evidence of the 
cultivation of the teasel to raise cloth in various Greek references to an instrument 
used for the purpose (e.g. Herodotus i, 92). According to Wild (1968; 1970) the 
Romans raised cloth with an aenafillonia, which is mentioned by Pliny (Natural 
History XXIV, 11 1 ;  XXVII, 92) and illustrated on wall paintings in Pompeii. This 
was a board about 20cm square covered with thorns or thistle heads. Wild (1968) gave 
the ancient Greek term used for both the raising tool and the plant providing the spines. 
He stated (Wild, 1970 p.83) that the teasel was not used until late antiquity, the plant 
being absent from Godwin’s (1975) list of Romano-British plants. Ryder (1983 p.754) 

Figure 3. Teasels in a hand frame showing the stalks protruding through the 
crowpiece and the string around the edge to keep them in place (from Ryder, 1994). 
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summarised the above by saying that raising was originally carried out with thistle 
heads fixed to a board and that the thistle heads were later replaced by teasels fixed 
in a frame to give an instrument similar to a hand card (Fig. 4). That the raised cloth 
was subsequently cropped is shown by Roman references to cloth shearers, and the 
process is confirmed by remains of cropping shears. 

A 

Figure 4. French stone dated 1701 with hand textile implements in relief: hand teasel-frame (top), hand card 
(bottom) and cropping shears (right) (from Ryder, 1983). 

The teasing out of the fibres in raw wool in preparation for woollen (as opposed 
to worsted) spinning is known as carding. The similarity between raising and carding 
suggests a common origin (Ryder, 1969). The verb: “to card”, is apparently derived 
from the Latin: curduus (a thistle) because thistle heads were used in the first hand 
cards (which were later set with wires). In Iceland, however, the word for teasel is 
used for card. But hand cards were a medieval invention, and it is not clear how wool 
was prepared for spinning during the Roman period. Support for a link between the 
two processes can be gained from the fact that the teasel is referred to as the “fullers 
thistle” and that the French name is “Chardon a foullon” and the German name 
“Kardendistel”. Further support was gained from the description by Lucas (1 968) of 
the hand raising of cloth in Ireland using the standard wire-toothed hand cards. 

More recently in a very detailed coverage of prehistoric textiles Barber (1991) gives 
only two references to raising. One referred to the teasing of cloth surface in ancient 
Greece to raise a nap with no indication of how it was done. The other reference was 
an Assyrian instruction of the second millenium BC stating that one side of a cloth 
should be combed, but not shorn. This makes shearing as well as raising very ancient, 
but unfortunately there is no association with teasels. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
The curved bracts of the cultivated teasel have long been important in the raising 

of a nap on wool cloth as part of a textile finishing process. The plant appears to have 
been cultivated for this purpose for a long time, which suggests that the curved bracts 
are the result of human selective breeding and that the cultivated form is a “domestic” 
variety. Botanical research (possibly DNA study) is required on whether or not the 
cultivated form is a distinct species. AgricuIturaI evidence from the recent past indicates 
a well-organised and widespread system of cultivation, but no indication of its antiquity. 
The most detailed evidence comes from textile-historical sources, which show 
well-established usage of teasels during the Middle Ages. Cloth was shorn during the 
Roman period, after a nap had been raised with thistle heads. There are vague hints 
of earlier raising and shearing of cloth, but no indication of which plant was used. 
Archaeological remains need to be sought for botanical study. 

MICHAEL L. RYDER 
4 Osprey Close, Southampton, SO 16 SEX 
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Library 
The last issue of The Linnean only gave details of donations and accessions as, at 

the time of going to press, we were in the midst of cleaning and reshelving the 
biographies, floras and institutional histories and it was difficult to predict how much 
would be completed by October. The Editor has suggested that this time I should 
include some description of what was done and how. 

Every summer, generally between mid July and the end of August, we take on 
student helpers to work in teams moving, cleaning and reshelving books or journals, 
as well as completing other useful maintenance tasks. This year we had Mira and Raja 
Dimitrova, Geoffrey Dommett, Dita Forejta, Ben Humphries, Susan Morris, Melissa 
Parmenter, Zoe Popper, Harry and Matti Pye, Heather Sands and Homa Yousefi. Each 
Friday we celebrated with a cake for tea and a large bag of dirty dusters and overalls 
taken off to be washed by the Librarian over the weekend: an old fashioned scrub-board 
performed wonders on totally blackened dusters and cleaning cloths. We also use large 
quantities of wax polish as well as leather dressing and book-cloth cleaner. The result 
should be cleaner hands for Library readers should they be lucky enough to need 
items which have benefitted from this treatment. 

We did manage to complete the biographies and floras: shelves were respaced, 
additional volumes brought up from the Reading Room and oversize volumes moved 
to the gallery edge shelves. The folio and some rare items are still in the Reading 
Room. The broad geographical arrangement is slightly different so ask if necessary. 
Next year we hope to get to grips with the faunas ! 

Donations June - September I995 
This summer saw the arrival of a large number of boxes from Professor G. L1. 

Lucas containing books and publications on conservation. These are gradually being 
sorted and added to the appropriate holdings in the Library. The books are not listed 
separately here but will be going into the Library catalogue over the coming months. 
As usual we also express our thanks to all those who present us with journals and 
help to keep our publications up to date: these include Dr Burdet, Professor Pontecorvo 
and Professor Seaward among others. 

Brooklyn Botanic 
Garden 

NEW YORK, Brooklyn Botanic Gardens, Salad gardens, 
gourmet greens and beyond, guest editor Karan Davis Cutler 
(Handbook. 144). 11 1 pp., col. illustr., New York, Brooklyn 
Botanic Garden, 1995. 
GENEVA, Conservatoire & Jardin Botanique ... Catalogue 
des Periodiques ... suppl. 1980-1995, edited by F. Maiullari 
& H.M. Burdet. 122 pp., illustr., plan, Geneva, Cons. & Jard. 
Bot., 1995. 

Dr H-M. Burdet 

Dr L. Ronse 
Decraene 

Ronse Decraene, Louis, The androecium of the 
Magnoliophytina: characteristics and systematic importance. 
(Doctoral Thesis) 435 pp., illustr., Leuven, University of 
Leuven, 1992. 
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E.O. Eriksen 

Dr J. Feltwell 

Jill Duchess of 
Hamilton 
the estate of 
John Harmer 

Prof. J.G. Hawkes 

Dr D.J. Heath 

Hunt Inst. for 
Bot. Doc. 

Int. Comm. 
Zool. Nom. 

Dr G. Legg 

Eriksen, Erik B., Rev.1 E. Tenison Woods: an eminent priest 
of the Australian colonies (1832-1889). 46 pp., Canberra, 
privately, 1995. 
Feltwell, John, The conservation of butterflies in Britain, past 
andpresent. 230 pp., illustr., maps, Battle, Wildlife Matters, 
1995. 
Stevenson, George B., Palms of south Florida. 25 1 pp., 
illustr., [privately] 1974. 
Figuier, Louis, Reptiles and birds a popular account of their 
various orders . .. new edition revised by Parker Gillmore. 624 
pp., illustr., London, Cassell, Petter Galpin & Co., n.d. 
Hawkes, J.G., The history of the rose. 12 pp., col. illustr., 
plan, Birmingham, Univ. of Birmingham Botanic Gardens, 
1995 
Pires-O’Brien, Maria Joaquina & O’Brien, Carl Michael, 
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Book Reviews 
The Conservation of Butterflies in Britain. Past and Present by John Feltwell. 
publ. Wildlife Matters, Battle, England. 1995. 19 illustr. ix + 230 pp + index. ISBN 
0-907970-02-8. Price E6.99 + &I .95 direct from publ. only. 

This relatively inexpensive book, published by the author and purporting to address 
the whole gamut of butterfly conservation in Britain, clearly targets the amateur 
enthusiast. Both the style and the lack of scientific rigour make it less suitable for the 
professional market. For instance, the nineteen figures are purely decorative. Even so, 
it collates a body of useful information (e.g., on the law, organizations, policies, codes 
and practices, reserves etc.) and makes some valid points about the conservation of 
the British fauna (e.g., its marginality; importance of climatic change; ineffectuality 
of short-term surveys and policies) albeit secondhand. There are 12 chapters, 9 
appendices, a glossary, list of acronyms and an extensive bibliography. 

For a number of reasons, I found the book disappointing. It is far from comprehensive 
even on this limited subject. Details on topics, such as population genetics, are selective 
and lack authoritative attribution and, fundamentally, it fails to give any effective 
direction. In particular, I find the author’s arguments, for instance on the role of 
ecological research and the success (or rather failure as he claims) of work done on 
so-called flagship species, unconvincing, inconsistent and contradictory. Clearly, the 
book has not been critically refereed. This is most unfortunate, as the author has lost 
an opportunity to make a significant contribution to the conservation debate. 

R.L.H. DENNIS 

Catalogue of the Brambles of Britain and Ireland in the Herbarium of Liverpool 
Museum (LIV). by Michael Palmer edited by John Edmondson. publ. Liverpool Museum, 
Liverpool, UK 1994. viii + 48 pp, 1 fig, 1 map, p/b ISBN 0-906367-70-0. L12.00. 

The Liverpool Museum herbarium, which now incorporates that of the University 
of  Liverpool, includes some 2000 specimens of Rubus species. They are the gatherings 
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of 120 collectors, although nearly half of them were collected by Willam Linton, 
Edward Linton and Augustin Ley. They comprise 225 species and seven hybrids, 
collected in 94 British vice-counties plus nine vice-counties in Ireland. This catalogue 
is a model of its kind. The species are listed in alphabetical order and the specimens 
in vice-county order within each species. A National Grid reference is given for each 
locality. Details of the entries are fully explained in the introduction. In addition there 
is a list of collectors, and a section on coverage, geographically (accompanied with a 
map showing distribution by lOkm squares) and by date. 

FRANK BRIGHTMAN 

The Royal Horticultural Society Plant Finder. 1995/06. devised and compiled by 
Chris Philip and edited by Tony Lord. publ. Royal Horticultural Society, 1995. xxvi 
+ 882 pp plus 11 maps. P/b ISBN 0-9512151-7-1, 0961-2599. Price 212.99 

This is the latest of a series of remarkable publications by The Royal Horticultural 
Society in paper back form, listing some 72,000 plant names and details of over 800 
nurseries that supply them, together with maps to locate the nurseries and their 
addresses and telephone and FAX numbers. It provides a phenomenal means of 
acquiring almost any plant desired. There are additional addresses of seed suppliers, 
specific lists of cacti and succulent and orchid suppliers. There is also a list of “Reverse 
synonyms”. to assist users to establish from which genera an unfamiliar plant name 
may have been transferred. In addition there is the challenge of a “Hardy Plant Society 
Search List” where no known source is available, in effect a list of wants. It is strictly 
a directory, the compression is great. For the keen gardener or the professional 
plantsman it is a must. 

BRIAN W. FOX 

The Natural History of a Country Estate: Wye College, Kent. publ. Wye College, 
Ashford, UK., 1994, xiv + 195 pp., illustr., p/b ISBN 0-86266-0932-7, 530.00. 

This book is published to celebrate the centenary of the agricultural college at Wye 
in Kent, and gives an interesting account of its 400ha estate, which includes a farm and 
various gardens. Originally the college was concerned with the intensification of 
agriculture, but now in the interests of reducing food surpluses in Europe, it has to 
consider de-intensification. For instance, by 1983 milk production from its dairy herd 
had reached over 7000 litres per cow, but now, by limiting the amounts of concentrates 
supplied to the animals, production has been reduced to less than 6500 litres per cow. 
There are several different gardens, including for demonstration purposes a rainfed 
garden in which no additional water is provided either by hose or by watering can. The 
peat garden formerly had layers of peat added annually, but now only recycled peat-based 
compost from the glasshouses is employed. As well as those which describe the farm 
and gardens, there are chapters on the geology and soils, and on the flora, including 
one on lichens, and there is another on birds. The lists of organisms mentioned are not 
comprehensive, but the book gives a broad view of the natural history of the estate. 

FRANK BRIGHTMAN 
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On remembering PHG’ 
The banquet Picasso offered in 1908 to the painter Henri Rousseau fascinates us 

still today, not only because several guests left lively accounts but also because these 
accounts differ widely in detail and in their view of the nature of the feast. I have 
known PHG for 25 years. In retrospect it appears to me that he orchestrated his 
scientific life like a lasting and diverse banquet. As one of the numerous guests I may 
recall for you some of the impressions that banquet left on his Leiden family. 

PHG’s famous 1966 paper had made him known worldwide. I was amazed that 
such a famous man answered an undergraduate student by return of post. It was 1969. 
His office appeard to be a bare room half the size of mine. He was a small man in 
shirt sleeves at a desk placed against a blind wall. On his window table were greasy 
jars, containing urine-yellow spirit with boringly similar fish. He read and understood 
Dutch! Referring to my letter he advised me to select African cichlids for my research. 
PHG was delighted with the effect his suggestion eventually produced: from 1970 
onwards the Leiden fish morphologists would work on cichlids. In those days Leiden 
morphologists travelled little and if they boarded a plane it was for laboratory research 
in USA. PHG sent me to Africa, where in 1972 his IBP team at Lake George gave 
me a basic training in cichlid field research which in a few years’ time would have a 
long-lasting aftermath. 

1 This and the following speech were given at a celebration of the life of Peter Humphry Greenwood 
held at The Linnean Society, London on 21 April 1995, on what would have been PHG’s 68th birthday. 
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In 1975 despite our intensive studies of PHG’s revision papers and the collections 
in the BM(NH), Gerrit Anker and I, unexpectedly being advisers of a Dutch project 
for commercial fisheries on haplochromines in Lake Victoria, could identifL hardly 
any of the species in the trawl catches. This failure (as Anker felt it) led me to form 
a taxonomically better-prepared group. In this way the Haplochromis Ecology Survey 
Team (HEST) was born in 1977. Greenwood supervised the taxonomic training of its 
founder members, Frans Witte, Martien van Oijen & Els Witte-Maas, and remained 
involved in many of its achievements. Mainly run by Frans Witte, the field research 
of HEST lasted continuously for 15 years. The team witnessed and documented the 
last years of the pristine species flock and the process of its destruction. 

Lonely nightwatches at sea, scanning the horizon for the faint contrast of the 
periscope of a life-threatening submarine: PHG told me that he then made himself a 
solemn vow that he would work hard if he survived the war. He said to me if he knew 
he had to die, his publications would give the satisfacton that he had done something 
in his life. His mother, aunt and other relatives had lived very long. 

I was reading his 1974 book when I was told he had died. I was deeply shocked 
and suddenly alone. Apparently I had always assumed that our energetic pater familias 
would live on for many more years and in the same way as he did during the 25 years 
I knew him. I wonder if he ever took a day off to reflect on his rich life? If in his last 
hours he was aware that his end was near, I hope the achievements of his Leiden 
children contributed to his feeling of satisfaction. 

After he died I discovered I was and am meeting him daily in letters and books, on 
photos and in discussion with Frans, Martien and Els. When after a day of paper work 
I am tired of administration, I take a bottle from my cupboard, not to drink but to see 
and smell and feel a fish, as he taught me to do. 

I telephoned him numerous times, mostly late at night as he preferred. These calls 
had a ritual beginning: ‘Hello Dr Greenwood, this is Kees Bare1 speaking. How are 
you?’ He nearly shouted when he answered ‘I’m alive’. And so he is. Happy birthday, 
PHG! 

KEES BAREL 
Institute for Evolutionary and Ecological Studies, 

Rijksuniversiteit Leiden 

A few weeks before Humphry’s death I was working with a group of students at 
Chester Zoo, the North of England Zoological Society. We were going over research 
manuscripts of theirs that I had reviewed. During the course of discussions it became 
clear that the students felt I was being rather too thorough in my evaluation of their 
work. ‘No one is as particular as you are’ they moaned. I paused, looked up and 
smiled, saying ‘Evidently, you have not had the privilege of having a manuscript fully 
criticised by Dr Humphry Greenwood of the British Museum of Natural History’. 

Looking back, I - and, indeed, all of Humphry’s other research students in fish 
systematics and comparative anatomy -benefited greatly from the many, many hours 
that he devoted to improving draft reports of research findings with copious (but 
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occasionally obscure!) pencilled annotations. Probably more than any other aspect of 
our training, his perceptive insights, constructive comments and extraordinary attention 
to detail, helped to form and develop us as working biologists. To have been coached 
in the rigorous, if bruising, Greenwoodian style is to have had something valuable 
stamped indelibly on one’s scientific psyche. I do not recall ever thanking him properly 
for all the time and effort he put into these tutorials. 

It was at the beginning of the ‘seventies that I first met Humphry. I was passing 
through London en route to my home in Glasgow. I had, at the conclusion of the 
Biafran war, been working in Nigeria as a VSO schoolleaver volunteer on a fish 
farming cum fisheries project. My general interest in the fishes of the vast Niger-Benue 
river system led me to make a preserved reference collection, including material that 
could not be reliably identified using the available taxonomic literature. 

I brought this collection to the Fish Section of the British Museum of Natural 
History, simply intending to deposit it and pass on my way. This was not to be, 
however, and I was soon in animated conversation with resident researcher, Dr 
Rosemary Lowe-McConnell. Ro encouraged me to talk to the Head ofthe Fish Section, 
Humphry Greenwood before I left for the railway station. Being at that time brash 
and ignorant (and also extremely anxious not to miss my northbound locomotive) I 
asked offhand, who this person Greenwood might be and - because I already knew 
much about Nigerian fishes - questioned whether it really would be worth my while 
chatting to him! 

Fortunately Ro, ignoring my protestations, gently guided me towards Humphry’s 
study. There I met with this bouncy, warm, bright, energetic and very humorous young 
man. We spent most of the rest of the afternoon in fascinating discussions filled with 
colourfbl anecdotes about fishes, Africa and life in general. Needless to say, I missed 
my train in the process. It came as a great surprise to me that such a senior person 
would pepper his conversations with terrible oaths and irreverent asides and that he 
would often break into amusing high pitched ‘goon show’ voices. 

Concluding our conversation, Humphry suggested that I come to the Museum as 
his research student. Delighted but rather taken aback, I explained that I was 
unfortunately not in a position to embark upon a PhD programme because I did not 
have the prerequisite Bachelor‘s degree, or even the necessary qualifiications to enter 
a university-level science course! Humphry looked at me thoughtfully and then with 
a twinkle in his eyes, said ‘Let me rephrase this proposal. First you must gain university 
entrance, then you must obtain your B.Sc and then you should come to the Natural 
History Museum as my student’. 

So it came about that between 1974 and 1978 I studied fish systematics and 
comparative anatomy under Humphry and gained many advantages from his support 
and patronage. Certainly the Fish Section was an exciting place to be at that time, 
with the opportunity to meet many of the world’s leading ichthyologists who were 
passing through. I well remember when HRH Prince Akihito (now the Emperor of 
Japan) and his retinue paid Humphry a formal visit in 1976. I was lucky enough to 
have a ringside seat during discussions on the phylogeny of gobioid fishes between 
the Prince and Humphry, Colin Patterson, Brian Gardiner, Alwynne Wheeler, Keith 
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Top row: Peter Whitehead, Prince Akihito, Colin Patterson, Brian Gardiner. 
Bottom row: Gordon Reid, Peter Miller. PHG, Keith Bannister. 

Banister, Peter Miller and Gordon Howes. 
Towards the end of my time at the Museum, when I and my wife Sally were in 

difficulties with accommodation, Humphry, as President, very kindly arranged for me 
to take on the job of temporary caretaker of the Linnean Society. Having Burlington 
House as an address really did make me feel rather grand! One happy event I recall 
from that period was helping Humphry, Marjorie, Nan and Jennifer Greenwood to 
organize the retirement dinner at the Linnean for the splendid Theodore O’Grady, 
Executive Secretary to the Society. 

It should not be imagined that life was easy under such an intellectual giant as 
Humphry Greenwood. His students could not always match his very high expectations 
and so, over the years, periodically fell in and out of favour. Nevertheless, when 
Humphry was in the best of humours he was excellent company. 

He once escorted me out of the Museum only to be waylaid by a lurking television 
crew who were completing a programme on evolution. For a linking sequence, they 
asked him to come round a corner and stride purposefully down a set of stairs. Anarchy 
reigned, of course, and with each failed take there were comic movements and funny 
faces from my mentor. In desperation the camera crew pleaded for a sober shot. 
Humphry winked at me and turned the corner, yet again, only to slide down the 
bannisters! That is how I like to remember him, full of fun, sliding down the Museum 
bannisters with an impish grin on his face. 

GORDON REID 
North of England Zoological Society, Chester 
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Professor P.C.C. Garnham 1901-1994 

Professor Garnham, a Linnean Society gold medallist in 1968, who died suddenly 
on Christmas Day 1994 a few days before his ninety-fourth birthday, was a clinician 
by training and a zoologist by inclination. Percy Cyril Claude Garnham was born in 
London on January 15th 1901 and entered St Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College 
at the age of 16. He graduated in medicine in 1923, was awarded the Diploma in 
Public Health in 1924 and a London MD in 1928. During the five years between 
graduating and the award of his MD his lifelong interests in tropical medicine, 
particularly protozoology, were kindled and honed by the time spent at the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine in London and the great tropical medicine 
centres in Rome, Amsterdam and Paris where he studied under some of the greatest 
protozoologists of the time. Thus well equipped he embarked upon the first phase of 
his career in the Colonial Medical Service as Director of Insect Borne Diseases at the 
Medical Research Council Laboratories in Nairobi. For twenty years he worked in 
Africa on a number of diseases including malaria, leishmaniasis, toxoplasmosis, plague, 
yellow fever, relapsing fever and river blindness and on the uses and applications of 
insecticides. He made major contributions to each of these fields and was a pioneer 
in the use of insecticide spraying from fixed wing aircraft to control mosquitoes and 
the use of DDT applied to fast moving streams to control the larvae of the blackflies 
that transmit Onchocerca volvulus, the nematode worm that causes river blindness. It 
was during this period in Africa that his twin interests in malaria parasites and natural 
history came together and were to serve him well during the next phase of his career. 

In 1947, Garnham came to the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 
where he joined the distinguished ex-Indian Army Medical Service protozoologist, 
Professor H.E. Shortt. Together they tackled one of the most intriguing problems in 
parasitology at that time, what happens to malaria parasites between the time they are 
injected by a mosquito and the time they first appear in the blood about ten days later. 
This was something that had puzzled parasitologists for over fifty years but here 
Garnham’s zoological understanding overcame what was then perceived to be the 
medical wisdom which held that the parasites immediately invaded red blood cells 
that were sequestered somewhere in the body. During his time in Africa, Garnham 
had worked with an obscure parasite of monkeys, Hepatocystis kochi, and had found 
developmental stages in the liver. He reasoned that human malarias behaved in the 
same way and, firstly in monkeys and chimpanzees and then in human volunteers, he 
discovered what is now known to be the pre-erythrocytic phase of multiplication in 
the liver. Searching for these elusive forms was meticulous work that involved long 
hours at the microscope and this was not something that Garnham delegated to 
technicians which may help to explain why he was the first to recognise the tiny stages 
in the liver. The implications of this discovery were enormous and completely altered 
the existing approaches to malaria prophylaxis and chemotherapy. In 1952, he 
succeeded Shortt as Professor of Protozoology and modernised the department by 
introducing into it scientists skilled in biochemistry, electron microscopy and 
immunology. The next sixteen years were very productive and brought him 
international recognition and by the time he retired in 1968 he had been awarded a 
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Fellowship of the Royal Society, been made a Companion of the Order of Saint 
Michael and Saint George and had collected a vast array of British and foreign honours, 
distinctions and awards. During this period, during which he published over 150 
papers, he also trained a number of younger protozoologists many of whom have 
gained distinction in their own right and hold chairs in prestigious institutions all over 
the world. His most significant contribution to scientific literature was his unsurpassed 
monograph on Malaria Parasites and other Haemosporidia, published in 1966. More 
than anything else, this book symbolises Garnham’s philosophy, an interest in parasitic 
protozoa rather than the diseases they cause, as epitomised by the opening words ‘This 
is a book about malaria parasites and not malaria.’ This approach he and his students 
espoused with considerable success. 

Garnham did not actually retire in 1968 but instead entered the third phase of his 
career which lasted another two decades much of which was spent at Imperial College 
London where, in collaboration with other British and American scientists, he solved 
yet another outstanding problem in malariology, the nature and causes of relapses in 
the benign tertian form of the disease and coined the word ‘hypnozoites’ for the 
dormant liver stages that mature long after the first batch. Original papers, reviews 
and, increasingly, obituaries poured out until his final publication list exceeded 300 
works. As recently as 1988, at the age of 87, he contributed a masterly chapter on 
human malaria to Wernsdorfer and McGregor’s two volume treatise on malaria. 

This simple listing of facts cannot do justice to the man. He was a person of immense 
intellect and culture and a gifted linguist and pianist. Formal and courteous in the 
extreme, he was one who always saw the best in others and, although sometimes 
critical, never spoke ill of anybody. His criticisms were firm and gentle and those who 
knew him well appreciated his dry humour and recall with pleasure little items of 
wisdom that helped to shape their careers. He was disappointed when his protCgCs did 
not do as well as he expected them to and shared their elation when things went well. 
During his last few years he continued to attend scientific meetings and was at the 
Manson Oration at the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine where he met the Princess 
Royal as recently as October 1994. Increasingly frail, he tired easily and, on these 
occasions, sought the company of those he had known in earlier times and used the 
off switch on his hearing aid to advantage when confronted by less companionable 
individuals. 

Cyril Garnham will be remembered not only by his work but also by more than 
twenty species of parasites and insects that have been named after him. However, 
every person deserves an epitaph and Garnham’s must be the words he wrote in 197 1 
‘In parasitology it is desirable to take the wider view...’. He was a man who practised 
what he preached and one who will be missed not only by his family and those who 
knew him well but by the many others whose merely crossed his path or travelled 
with him and his ideas for any distance however short.’ 

F.E.G. COX 

1 Professor Garnham.was elected FLS in 1977. 
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